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Createspace, United States, 2014. Paperback. Book Condition:
New. 279 x 216 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book *****
Print on Demand *****.Skill Set Instruction, Practice and
Enrichment Fresh, out-of-the-box instruction style that is fun,
wacky effective Focuses on single skill sets Develops solid
number sense Challenge problems throughout Great for
summer bridge Master the fundamentals of fractions, grow in
mathematical thinking skills, gain proficiency with number
sense, and understand how and why math works the way it
does. MathWise Fractions, Books 1 and 2 will help teach and
explain basic, as well as progressively advanced, fraction skills.
The fun, comic-style format appeals to a wide range of
students. Speech bubbles are used throughout to give hints
and explanations while students are solving math problems.
Fractions, Book 2 continues where Book 1 left off and includes
material on least common multiple, fraction
addition/subtraction, canceling common factors, fraction
division, multiplying/dividing mixed numbers, converting
fractions to decimals, comparing fractions, fraction
regrouping, and fraction estimation. Additional advanced
fraction enrichment material is presented: complex fractions,
fraction division challenge problems, and shortcuts for
comparing special fractions. This series of books is designed to
be unique and to catch kids attention in special ways: Tips
and...
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This sort of ebook is everything and got me to searching in advance plus more. I could comprehended everything out
of this created e pdf. You are going to like just how the author compose this pdf.
-- Pr of . Ethelyn Hoeg er-- Pr of . Ethelyn Hoeg er

Good electronic book and useful one. It usually does not expense a lot of. It is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Annette B oyle-- Annette B oyle
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